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Bits and Pieces
Once again, we are a bit behind on this newsletter. Connie just got back from
South Carolina and I didn’t want to put this issue on her plate. I had planned to
get to it by Monday, but ended up in the ER after taking a tumble from my
family room steps rushing to answer the phone as I was on my way out. Of
course, it was a political call! I left thinking I wouldn’t vote for them, lol. I was
supposed to work the polls and of course I was on crutches and would not be able
to. I will be at the agility trial as I am now just on a cane and all I kept thinking
was what if it was National week!!!!!!
Well anyway, as you all know Darcy is once again chairing the three day weekend
of agility trials. It starts tomorrow, Friday, May 11th, and will end with the last
trial on Sunday. She has done a fabulous job with the volunteer schedule, and if
you have not signed up for a time slot, please let her know if you can, or even
drop in and relieve someone, and take over for a bit. We have to have 5 on the
floor at all times in case of a hearing. If you are on the schedule, or come for any
reason, please make sure you sign the log in sheet so that we are confirmed for
having the required people present. This is very important as there will an AKC
representative on site. Thanks Darcy!!! This is our financial supplement for the
National.

Our meeting is Saturday, May 19th! Once again we will be working out details for
the National. I do not think we will have a meeting in June, but that will be
determined at the May meeting. Please come and be ready to volunteer at any
available times.
As you know, I am chief ring steward at the National. If anyone can help, even to
pass out armbands and check people in, please let me know. Ron and Greg can
use some assistance too. Greg can use people at the welcome desk and there
should be three at a time. I even have 2 of my sisters taking a shift. Bring a
friend or relative and help!This is all getting a bit overwhelming!
See you in May!
Jackie

Brags
CH. Stomar’s A Glimmering Light at Dugan Farms,TKN, TKI, TKA and 1 st leg in
graduate novice. I had no idea what all these meant: Tricks Novice, Tricks
Intermediate, Tricks Advanced. AKC is sure coming up with some weird things
compared to the “old days”.
Speaking of new things, I entered my Tara in the FAST CAT which was being
hosted by LCKC last week, Cat means Coursing Ability Test and she qualified with
a 100 yard run in 11 seconds, which according to the time keeper was 19 mph.
They chase a white plastic bag, which I must admit she didn’t care too much
about as her main focus was getting to me standing at the other end! Her ears
were flying! It was fun though, and she also did the Barn Hunt and found the rat
faster than the terriers! Try some of these new adventures!

HAPPY MOT HER’S DA Y!

ISCO Membership Meeting
Saturday, May 19th at 7:30
Board will meet at 7:00 pm
Ferfolia Funeral Home
356 Aurora Rd.
Sagamore Hills, Ohio

.

